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The new standard
in Bricklaying

TRUEBLUE AUSTRALIAN DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED
BRICK ELEVATORS
Our TrueBlue range of machinery featuring our Kinglift six
pack elevators designed and manufactured in Australia using
the highest quality materials and parts. We use the latest in
precision robotic and machining technology to produce our
brick elevators to the highest Australian standard.

Assurance of the
Highest Quality
and service

Our brick elevators are made completely in-house by our
expert team of metal fabricators and engineers. We can
customise and fabricate according to customers specification.
Our TrueBlue range of machinery including our Kinglift brick
elevators are the best on the market and are fully backed by
our own factory warranty nationwide.

Revolutionary designed trellis Frame provides High
Strength, Lightweight and rigidity. No bending. No
warping. No squashing. Most of all it Increases Productivity
Backed with full 2 Year Factory Warranty.
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Petrol 3.5HP Honda Motor. The most trusted
brand in the industry.
Powerful, Compact and Economic.
Long life serviceability.
Parts easily accessible.
Backed with full 2 Year Factory Warranty.

3mm thick Galvanised Cletes. Heavy duty, rust
free design. Revolutionary designed shape
ensures bricks are delivered efficiently to the
catcher, in line every time.

2mm thick Alloy Engine Protective Covers, lightweight, rust free. Protects engine and gear set
from dust and debris. Keeps users safe.
Workcover approved.

Precision flame hardened gear set features
heavy duty 08B Japanese high strength
chain and sprockets. Also features hardened
spring-loaded sprocket tensioner which ensures
constant chain tensioned alignment. Long life
design, self adjusting.
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Solid Flat Free Wheels with steel centres
and precision bearings.
No more annoying Flats to worry about.

Heavy duty Caster Wheel with Break allows
for easy Maneuverability.

Australian made High quality rubber woven belt.
200Lb rating.

Heavy Duty Advanced Gear drive system, with
Nonslip Rubber Roller, which prevents slippage under heavy load.
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Light weight, long life, Machined Solid Billet
Alloy Rollers with precision bearings.

Solid Brick Catcher, holds bricks while you work.
Simple yet Effective.
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MODELS AVAILABLE
KW8BE

8 METER PETROL BRIGGS 6 PACK BRICK ELEVATOR

KW8HE

8 METER PETROL HONDA 6 PACK BRICK ELEVATOR

KW9BE

9 METER PETROL BRIGGS 6 PACK BRICK ELEVATOR

KW9HE

9 METER PETROL HONDA 6 PACK BRICK ELEVATOR

KW8EE

8 METER ELECTRIC 6 PACK BRICK ELEVATOR

KW9EE

9 METER ELECTRIC 6 PACK BRICK ELEVATOR

We can customise and fabricate according to customers specification.
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The new standard
in Bricklaying

TRUEBLUE AUSTRALIAN DESIGNED AND
MANUFACTURED MIXERS
Our TrueBlue range of machinery featuring our Kingmix
cement Mixers designed in Australia using the highest quality
materials and parts. We use the latest in precision robotic and
machining technology to produce our Mixers to the highest
Australian standard.

Assurance of the
Highest Quality
and service

We can customise and fabricate according to customers
specification. Our Kingmix cement Mixers are the best on
the market and are fully backed by our own factory warranty
nationwide.

Revolutionary designed bowl shape, beaters and bowl
speed all ensure the perfect mix every time. Lightweight, high strength and ergonomic frame design
allows for ease of use and long-life.
Backed with full 2 Year Factory Warranty.
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Petrol 3.5HP Honda Motor. The most trusted
brand in the industry.
Powerful, Compact and Economic.
Long life serviceability.
Parts easily accessible.
Backed with full 2 Year Factory Warranty.

Revolutionary designed bowl shape, beaters are
positioned at specific lengths coupled with the
perfect bowl speed to ensure the perfect mix
every time. Heavy duty, rust free design. Our
mixers feature Precision Japanese bearings.

Solid cast dual belt drive system features twin
A-section Australian made belts ensures long life
and no slippage under heavy batch loads. Drive
wheel features high tensile locating bolts and
keyway ensures the drive wheel never comes
loose.

Easy load system provides one man loading/
unloading of mixer onto vehicles. Hardened
nylon wheels and perfect height for most work
vehicles.
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Solid Forged hardened gear set ensures consistent running speed, long life and low noise.
Pinion and bowl gears are all matched for each
machine and perfect tip angle, for the perfect
mix. Billet grease nipples provide greasing
points for mixer bowl, pinion gear and tip arm
ensure long serviceable life

Heavy duty engine mounting system features,
High tensile 35mm nyloc nut and bolt which
ensures engine bracket is sturdy and keeps
belts tensioned. 50mm support bars keep
vibrations down and ensures smooth running.
All bolts through our Kingmix mixers are high
tensile with nyloc nuts.

Easylift jacking system features sturdy galvanised
jack stands which can be adjusted to any height
for uneven surfaces. Machine can be jacked up
from 3 positions to ensure the machine is completely stable whilst running. Theres no chance of
mixer tipping over.

Heavy Duty solid rubber run flat wheels
features steel centres with precision japanese
bearings ensures no annoying flats ever again.
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Solid ergonomic design set at the perfect
height for tipping and moving the mixer around
the job site.

Heavy Duty solid rubber run flat wheels
features steel centres with precision Japanese
bearings ensures no annoying flats ever again.
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MODELS AVAILABLE
KW35BE

3.5CF ELECTRIC BRICKLAYERS CEMENT MIXER

KW35RE

3.5CF ELECTRIC RENDERER'S CEMENT MIXER

KW35BP

3.5CF PETROL HONDA BRICKLAYERS CEMENT MIXER

KW35RP

3.5CF PETROL HONDA RENDERER'S CEMENT MIXER

We can customise and fabricate according to customers specification.
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TrueBlue
Australian Made

The new standard
in Bricklaying

KINGSCAFF
KINGSCAFF RANGE OF MODULAR SCAFFOLDING SYSTEMS

Our Kingscaff range of scaffolding systems are designed in
Australia with over 30 years of experience in the bricklaying
industry. To bring our customers the best and toughest scaffolding systems for bricklayers on the market. Our Kingscaff
scaffold is modular lightweight durable and adjustable for any
job.

Assurance of the
Highest Quality
and service

Our scaffolding systems have been tested to the highest level
of Australian standards and are fully OHS compliant. We can
also customise scaffolds to any customers needs to provide
you a truly custom and job specific scaffold system.

Lightweight, galvanised high strength modular A
frame scaffold systems. Adjustable height, easy to
setup and transport.
Backed with full 2 Year Factory Warranty.
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Easy flip lock pin system galvanised heavy duty
welded flip locking allows scaffold to be setup
quick, easy and held in place. Pins can also be
replaced.

Hand rail pole system can easily be inserted into
place using our flip lock pin system. Ensures a
safe working platform and is fully OH&S compliant. Easy to disassemble and pack away.

Adjustable screw jacks can be inserted into base
of A frame. Available in 500 and 700 mm Heights.
Heavy duty square foot ensures scaffold is always
level, sturdy and safe.

Tubular bracing system lightweight high strength
tubular braces ensure scaffold rigidity and platform strength allows easy, quick setup and are
designed to work with industry standard plank
lengths available for 2m, 3m, 4.2m planks.
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Our Kingscaff A frame scaffold can be stacked
with our extension pin system to multi level
format to suite high reach jobs. All our A frame
scaffold frames can be stacked with this system
to ensure work is always down at the safe correct
height for any job.

Our Kingscaff A frames come in 4 planks and 3
planks widths to suit those tight access heard to
access jobsites.

Galvanised light weight scaffold Trestles are easy
to use, fold out and are strong. The trestles come
in 3 planks and 4 planks with widths to Suit the
tight, hard to access sites which also come in
multiple heights of 1 metre and 750mm.

All our Trestles have multiple height bars which
can be used on multiple levels platforms and
used as a step down to suit any job or height.
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Trestles end safety bars ensure planks cannot slip
off the platform. Heavy duty galvanised
construction with nylon locking nuts.

Adjustable scaffold trestles are highly versatile
and can be adjusted to 800-1200mm working
heights. The larger model 1200mm-1500mm is
perfect for dropped edges and step downs.

Adjustable A frames can be folded away when not
in use. Allows for easy stack-ability and transport.

Quick lock pin system allows for easy adjustability of height at intervals of 150mm perfect for
any height.
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Our galvanised 1 metre and plank trestles are
perfect and sturdy enough for any situation. They
can easily carry multiple people and brick stacks
and have been tested to the highest Australian
standards. .

Our king board LVC hardwood timber scaffold
are made to AUSTRALIAN standards. They are
treated for long life, durability and tough enough
for everyday jobs. Planks are available in a wide
range of sizes.

MODELS AVAILABLE
104A

1000X980 4 PLANK A FRAME SCAFFOLD

KW90C

90 DEG. SCAFFOLD COUPLING

154A

1500X980 4 PLANK A FRAME SCAFFOLD

AEP

KW A FRAME EXTENSION PINS

184A

1800X980 4 PLANK A FRAME SCAFFOLD

KWFLP

A-FRAME FLIPLOCK PINS

153A

1500X800 3 PLANK A FRAME SCAFFOLD

KW24SP

2400 LVL SCAFFOLD PLANKS

21AB

2100 BRICKLAYERS A FRAME BRACE

KW30SP

3000 LVL SCAFFOLD PLANKS

26AB

2600 BRICKLAYERS A FRAME BRACE

KW42SP

4200 LVL SCAFFOLD PLANKS

31AB

3100 BRICKLAYERS A FRAME BRACE

KW40AP

4000 ALLOY SCAFFOLD PLANKS

KWSJ5

500MM A FRAME SCREW JACKS

KW50AP

5000 ALLOY SCAFFOLD PLANKS

KWHRP

KW A FRAME HAND RAIL POLE

KW764PT

760X960 4 PLANK GAL. TRESTLE

KWERP

KW A FRAME END RAIL POLE

KW964PT

960X960 4 PLANK GAL. TRESTLE

KW21HR

KW A FRAME 2100 HAND RAIL

KW763PT

760X760 3 PLANK GAL. TRESTLE

KW31HR

KW A FRAME 3100 HAND RAIL

KW963PT

960X760 3 PLANK GAL. TRESTLE

KW26HR

KW A FRAME 2600 HAND RAIL

812AT

800-1200 ADJ. SCAFFOLD TRESTLES

1215AT

1200-1500 ADJ. SCAFFOLD TRESTLE
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The new standard
in Bricklaying

TRUEBLUE AUSTRALIAN DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED
BRICKLAYING TOOLS
Our TrueBlue range of bricklaying hand tools including our
kingclamps are designed and manufactured in Australia to the
highest quality standards and are made with the input of our
engineers, alongside bricklayers with decades of experience to
bring you the best quality and designed tools for bricklaying.

Our clamps have proven to be the best on the market and are
far superior to anything available on the market today. We can
also custom design and manufacture tooling to any customers
specifications.

Revolutionary designed king clamp system with
our rubber nylon clamping foot which features
throughout all our clamps provides high grip and
strength and long life will keep profiles tight and
level without slipping and loosening. Our clamps
also feature ½ inch thread and welded nuts to
ensure strength and long life.

All our clamps are machine manufactured and
robotic welded to ensure they are perfect every
time. Our Kingclamp tools are all finished in a zinc
coating to stop rusting and ensure smooth
operation and ease of cleaning. Long life
serviceability, High strength, backed with full
replacement guarantee.
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Nail clamp bits are all made with 10mm nut
and bolts to ensure strength of clamping and no
snapping of bolts and nuts. Your Kingclamps will
always hold grip no problem of profiles coming
out of square.

Profile G clamps are made with 8mm thick flat
bar and are machine bent to ensure perfect 90
degree angle to profile every time and are a short
overtop design which enables you to adjust and
bring in the clamp on the top steady right in
close for those tight and close jobs.

Our Kingclamp designed nail on brick clamps
feature 3 clamps in one with 3 separate sets of
adjustment to fit half , 3 quarter and full brickwork no need to buy 3 different clamps anymore
also our clamps feature the nail on system with 2
ramset concrete drive pins which has far superior
grip and leaves only a tiny set of nail holes to fill
in after use.
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Our solid bar jointer's feature ergonomic finger
grip handles that are very good on the hands and
also long lasting. They also are also robotically
welded and machine bent to ensure perfect alignment and as with all our king clamp tools are zinc
coated to ensure smooth perfect finish and perfect joints every time. They are also fire hardened
and we also have our jointing tools in stainless
steel for the longest life tools on the market.

All our Kingclamps range of tools are manufactured
and designed right here in Australia by our expert
team of engineers and fabricators using the latest
in robotic and pressing technology to ensure the
best quality tools in the industry
TrueBlue
Australian Made

The new standard
in Bricklaying

Our king clamps will ensure your job site and
work runs smoothly and efficiently every time
and will increase your productivity and quality
of work.

MODELS AVAILABLE
16MSBJ

KW MILD STEEL BAR JOINTER 16MM

12MSBJ

KW MID STEEL BAR JOINTER 12MM

SSC

KW SHORT SLIDER CLAMP

AEP

KW A FRAME EXTENSION PINS

KWD

KW DORI BLOCK

KWDBC

KW DEAN 05 DOUBLE BRICK CLAMP

KWD

KW DOOR GAUGE

KWCC

KW CAVITY JET CLEANER

KWISCB

KW INTERNAL VERNEER STEADY CLAMP BIT

KWSCB

KW SLIDER CLAMP BIT

We can customise and fabricate according to customers specification.
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MODELS AVAILABLE
24GP

2400 GALVANIZED BRICKLAYERS PROFILES

VTS

VERNEER TOP STEADY BAR

LATS

LARGE ADJUSTABLE TOP STEADY BAR

NOC

NAIL ON CLAMP

6PBC

6 PACK BRICK CARRIER

LSC

LONG SLIDER CLAMP

83SSJ

10-13 STAINLESS STEEL SPOON JOINTER'S

80SSJ

13-16 STANILESS STEEL SPOON JOINTER'S

16SSBJ

16MM STAINLESS STEEL BAR JOINTER

12SSBJ

12MM STAINLESS STEEL BAR JOINTER

50MSL

KW 50 METER HEAVY DUTY STRING LINE

100MSL

KW 100 METER HEAVY DUTY STRING

VSC

KW VERNEER STEADY CLAMP COMPLETE

LASC

KW LARGE ADJUSTABLE STEADY CLAMP COMPLETE

NOC

KW ADJUSTABLE NAIL ON CLAMP

HNOC

KW HALF NAIL ON CLAM

58Z

KW SOLID Z IRONER 5/8 16MM

12Z

KW SOLID Z IRONER 1/2 12MM

KW6

KW 6 PACK CARRIER

24P

KW 2400 50X50 GALVANIZED PROFILE POLE

KW14E

KW ELECTRIC 14" BRICKSAW

KW14P

KW PETROL 14" BRICKSAW

KWVNB

KW VERNEER STEADY NAIL BIT

KWANB

KW LARGE ADJUSTABLE STEADY NAIL BIT

KWVPC

KW VERNEER STEADY PROFILE CLAMP

KWAPC

KW ADJUSTABLE PROFILE CLAMP

We can customise and fabricate according to customers specification.
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UTE &BODY
TRUCK BODY
UTE & TRUCK
CUSTOMISATION&&FABRICATION
FABRICATION
CUSTOMISATION

• Brick Elevator mounting bracket
• Custom Toolboxes / Racking
• Toolbox Installation
• Tipper body extensions
• Bricklayers Truck Body packages

Specialising in
toolmaking and steel
fabrication with over 20
years experience
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MACHINERY / TOOL REPAIRS
(Onsite or at our factory)

• Machinery repairs
• Brick Elevator repairs
• Cement Mixer repairs
• Tool repairs
• Toolbox repairs

MACHINERY / TOOL HIRE
• Scaffold systems
• Machinery hire
• Brick Elevators
• Cement Mixers
• Tools
• Brick saws
• Generators
• Pressure washers
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PRECISION TOOLMAKING,
METAL STAMPING, MS & SS
ROBOTIC MIG WELDING AND
PLASTIC WELDING

Specialising in toolmaking and steel fabrication with over 20
years experience:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Press Work, Metal Stamping in SS, MS and Aluminium Off Coil, Flat Bar
etc. - up to 80 Tonne
Toolmaking including tool design & development
Welding and Fabrication - SS and MS
Sheetmetal Work - SS and MS
General Engineering, Turning, Milling etc.
MS & SS Robotic MIG WELDING
Tube bending including Square Tube and Crush Bends
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EQUIPMENT YOU CAN COUNT ON

Contact Head Office
0450 544 789 or 0414 976 746
www.kingswaytools.com.au
info@kingswaytools.com.au
Showroom Hours
Monday - Friday: 7am - 5.30pm
Saturday : 7am - 3pm
Sunday: By Appointment
Come in and see our range of Tools
Location
You can find us at 1/5 Kerr Road Ingleburn NSW
2565, Australia.
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